Training

- **nLogic** personnel are skilled in technical and soft skills course analysis, development, delivery and evaluation. Our expertise ranges from classroom training to blended learning to complex training devices. We provide full spectrum talent development capabilities.

- **nLogic** develops tailored content using principles of adult learning to engage learners in their preferred learning modality.

- **nLogic** personnel are skilled in developing defensible student passing scores, scoring rubrics, student and program evaluations using a 6 level approach including developing Return On Investment (ROI) using the Phillips’ ROI model.

- **nLogic** uses a unique system of curriculum development incorporating both the traditional Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation (ADDIE) model of curriculum development and the Project Management Model. This blended model ensures customers have complete documentation of all talent development programs.

- **nLogic** conducts competency based needs assessments and converts developed competencies into curriculum ensuring a focused learning environment.

- **nLogic** personnel develop and deliver experiential learning to enhance learning retention of difficult concepts and principles.
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